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Project Participants

Senior Personnel

Name: Yang, Jun

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Jun Yang has been serving as the faculty lead on this project with Pankaj K. Agarwal.

Name: Agarwal, Pankaj

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Pankaj K. Agarwal has been serving as the faculty lead on this project with Jun Yang.

Post-doc

Graduate Student

Name: Chandramouli, Badrish

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Badrish Chandramouli has been with the project since its conception, and has been the main student contributor.  He has been
involved in most of the research and development efforts, including the developing the ProSem system (server and networking
components) and demonstrating it at SIGMOD 2008, the original vision paper proposing the new database/network interfaces for
publish/subscribe (first author on SIGMOD 2006 paper), scalable processing and dissemination of value-based notification
conditions (first author on VLDB 2007 paper), and scalable processing and dissemination of select-join subscriptions (first author
on VLDB 2008 paper).  He is scheduled to defend his dissertation on this topic in July 2008.

Name: Yu, Albert

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Albert Yu started working on the project in Fall 2007 as a second-year PhD student.  He is primarily working on the problem of
dissemination network design for wide-area publish/subscribe.  He also built the system visualization component for the ProSem
system, which was demonstrated at SIGMOD 2008.

Name: Zheng, Ying

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Ying Zheng entered Duke in Fall 2007 and started participating in project group meetings in Spring 2008.  She has built the
Java-based subscription client for the ProSem system, which was demonstrated at SIGMOD 2008.

Name: Sharathkumar, R

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
R. Sharathkumar is a second-year PhD student working on maintaining geometric summaries. In the context of this project he is
developing indexing structures for reporting the summaries of geometric data that lies inside a query range.
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Other Collaborators or Contacts
Mark De Berg (TU, Eindhoven), Alon Efrat (Arizona), Leo Guibas (Stanford), Sariel Har-Peled (UIUC), Amin Vahdat (UC San Diego), Junyi
Xie (Oracle Corp.), Ke Yi (HongKong U.), Hai Yu (Google, Inc.)

Activities and Findings

Research and Education Activities:
The Digital Age has brought about unprecedented growth in the amount
of data being generated, the number of data consumers, and the
diversity of their interests and locations. Traditionally, users poll
sources for information, but for many applications, polling is hardly
scalable and may miss important events. The alternative offered by
publish/subscribe systems is to push notifications to users with
matching interests. This project aims at building a next-generation
publish/subscribe system to face the new challenges. We propose
an end-to-end solution consisting of techniques from subscription
processing and indexing to dissemination network design, which work
together to support efficient and powerful subscription
functionalities, allowing users to control precisely what they want
and when they want it.

One main feature distinguishing the proposed approach from previous
work is joint consideration of subscription processing and
notification dissemination. We propose a promising approach that
allows complex, stateful subscriptions to be handled by simple,
stateless dissemination mechanisms, with a clean system design that is
easy to implement and scale. A cost-based optimizer, inspired by
database query optimization, chooses the best processing and
dissemination strategies jointly and dynamically.

Besides system building, this project tackles many new algorithmic
challenges, including, e.g., scalably processing a large number of
complex subscriptions; exploiting event and subscription
characteristics to combat worst-case complexity; balancing semantic
similarity and network proximity in dissemination network design; and
efficiently maintaining statistics for high-dimensional events and
subscriptions.

In Year 1 of the project, we have investigated the following specific
research problems.

1. ProSem System Development and Demonstration. We have completed the
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first version of ProSem, a scalable wide-area publish/subscribe system
that supports complex, stateful subscriptions as well as simple
ones. One unique feature of ProSem is its cost-based joint
optimization of both subscription processing and notification
dissemination. ProSem uses novel reformulation techniques to expose
new alternatives for processing and disseminating data using standard
stateless content-driven network components. The system is going to be
demonstrated at SIGMOD 2008.

2. Scalable Processing and Dissemination of Select-Join
Subscriptions. Here, subscriptions are joins over different tables,
with varying interests expressed as range selection predicates over
table attributes. Naive schemes, such as computing and sending join
results from a server, are inefficient because they produce redundant
data, and are unable to share dissemination costs across subscribers
and events. We propose a novel, scalable scheme that group-processes
and disseminates a general mix of multi-way select-join
subscriptions. We also propose a simple and application-agnostic
extension to content-driven networks (CN), which further improves
sharing of dissemination costs. Experimental evaluations show that our
schemes can generate orders of magnitude lower network traffic at very
low processing cost. Our extension to CN can further reduce traffic by
another order of magnitude, with almost no increase in notification
latency. This work is going to appear in VLDB 2008.

3. Dissemination Network Design for Wide-Area Publish/Subscribe. The
cost of disseminating notification from a server to subscribers
through a broker network depends on a number of factors, such as
network latency, available bandwidth, network locations of brokers and
subscribers, interests of subscribers, and event popularity. We can
influence the cost by two means: subscriber assignment (how
subscribers are assigned to brokers) and broker topology design (how
brokers are connected). We are currently studying a static version of
this problem, where we are given the subscription locations and
interests (expressed as orthogonal ranges), event statistics, and the
locations of brokers. We began with a simplified case where broker
topology is given and we optimize the subscriber assignment. We are
now considering the more general case where we optimize broker
topology and subscriber assignment simultaneously. This work is
currently in progress.

4. Scalable Processing and Dissemination of Value¡Based Notification
Conditions. We consider subscriptions with personalized value-based
notification conditions that can be fine-tuned by subscribers,
allowing precise and flexible control of when events are delivered to
the subscribers. For example, a user may specify that she should be
notified if and only if the price of a particular stock moves outside
a 'radius' around her last notified value. Naive techniques for
handling notification conditions are not scalable. It is challenging
to share subscription processing and notification dissemination of
subscriptions with personalized value-based notification conditions,
because two subscriptions may see two completely different sequences
of notifications even if they specify the same radius. We develop and
experimentally evaluate scalable processing and dissemination
techniques for these subscriptions. Our approach uses standard network
substrates for notification dissemination, and avoids pushing complex
application processing into the network. Compared with other
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alternatives, our approach generates orders of magnitude lower network
traffic, and incurs lower server processing cost. This work appeared
in VLDB 2007.

5. Input-Sensitive Scalable Continuous Join Query Processing. Our
approach, consisting of novel data structures and algorithms and a
flexible processing framework, advances the state of the art in
several ways. First, our approach is query-sensitive in the sense that
it exploits potential overlaps in query predicates for efficient group
processing. We partition the collection of continuous queries into
groups based on the clustering patterns of the query predicates, and
apply specialized processing strategies to heavily-clustered groups
(or hotspots). We show how to maintain the hotspots efficiently, and
use them to scalably process continuous select-join and band-join
queries. As another application of these techniques, we also show how
to build a high-quality histogram for intervals in linear
time. Second, our approach is also data-sensitive, in the sense that
it makes cost-based decisions on how to processing each incoming tuple
based on its characteristics. Experiments demonstrate that our
approach can improve the processing throughput by orders of
magnitude. Part of our results was originally published in VLDB 2006;
since then, as part of this project, we have been working on refining
and extending our results. This work is currently under review for
journal submission.

6. Querying uncertain data. In collaboration with Ke Yi (HKUST), we are developing indexing structures for answer range queries over data
with uncertainty. We assume that each data object is a point in high dimensions, and its location is represneted as a probability distribution
function. We build data structures so that all points that are in a query range with confidence above certain threshold are reported. We have
already presented fast structure for the 1d case and we are currently working on higher dimensions.

7. Maintaining summaries. As data sets are becoming large, it is impractical to store the entire data set to answer queries. This has led to much
work in the last few years on maintaining 'smart' summaries of the data. We are focusing on building 'small size and stable' summaries of
dynamic data, i.e., small changes in the data should not affect the summary. This is critical when data is changing rapidly and distributed over
network. In a related work, we are also developing techniques to compute summarizes of trajectories.


The progress we have made in Year 1, as summarized above, are inline
with the project plan outlined in our original proposal. In Year 2, we
plan to (1) further investigate the problem of designing dissemination
networks, with the goal of developing solutions of good theoretical
properties and/or practical effectiveness; (2) study how approximation
can improve the efficiency of our current approaches; and (3) continue
with ProSem system development, with the goal of releasing a data and
workload benchmark for evaluating wide-area publish/subscribe systems.

In terms of educational activities, we continue to incorporate current
research topics into both undergraduate and graduate curricula at Duke
University. In the undergraduate database course offered by Yang in
Fall 2007, two students, Kyung Min (Jason) Lee and Aneesh Ramesh
Butani, worked on components of the ProSem system as their course
projects. The graduate seminar course offered by Yang in Spring 2008
devoted four weeks to the latest research on publish/subscribe and
related areas (stream, event, and continuous query processing). Two
new PhD students, Albert Yu and Ying Zheng, have the joined the
project.

Findings:
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We have made significant progress in approaching the problem of
wide-area publish/subscribe by unifying data processing and
dissemination. Published results so far include: (1) a novel way of
interfacing database processing with network dissemination based on
reformulation, using range aggregate subscriptions as a motivating
example (SIGMOD 2006); (2) scalable processing techniques for
select-join and band-join subscriptions, using an input-sensitive
approach (ISAAC 2005, VLDB 2006; extended version submitted to TODS);
(3) scalable processing and dissemination of value¡based notification
conditions (VLDB 2007); (4) a system featuring per-event, cost-based
joint optimization of processing and dissemination (demonstrated at
SIGMOD 2008); (5) scalable processing and dissemination of select-join subscriptions (VLDB 2008); (6) techniques for computing geometric
summaries on data streams (SoCG'07); (7) dimension reduction of mobile data.

Training and Development:
Ph.D. students: Badrish Chandramouli, R. Sharathkumar, Albert Yu, Ying Zheng.

Outreach Activities:
The co-PI Agarwal is organizing the Dagstuhl seminar on geometric algorthms in 2009; one of the topics in the seminar will on handling large
data distributed over network.

Journal Publications

P. K. Agarwal, S. Har-Peled, and H. Yu, "Robust shape fitting via peeling and grating coresets", Discrete Comput Geom, p. 38, vol. 39, (2008).
Published,  

P.K. Agarwal, R. Poreddy, K. Varadarajan, and H. Yu, "Practical methods for shape fitting and kinetic data structures using coresets",
Algorithmica, p. , vol. , (2008). Accepted,  

Books or Other One-time Publications

Pankaj K. Agarwal, Junyi Xie, Jun Yang, and Hai Yu, "Monitoring Continuous Band-Join Queries over Dynamic Data", (2005). Conference
Paper, Published
Collection: Proceedings of the 16th Annual International Symposium on Algorithms and Computation (ISAAC '05)
Bibliography: Sanya, Hainan, China, December 2005

Badrish Chandramouli, Jun Yang, and Amin Vahdat, "Distributed Network Querying with Bounded Approximate Caching", (2006).
Conference Paper, Published
Collection: Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Database Systems for Advanced Applications (DASFAA '06)
Bibliography: Singapore, April 2006

Badrish Chandramouli, Junyi Xie, and Jun Yang, "On the Database/Network Interface in Large-Scale Publish/Subscribe Systems", (2006).
Conference Paper, Published
Collection: Proceedings of the 2006 ACM SIGMOD International Conference on Management of Data (SIGMOD '06)
Bibliography: Chicago, Illinois, USA, June 2006

Pankaj K. Agarwal, Junyi Xie, Jun Yang, and Hai Yu, "Scalable Continuous Query Processing by Tracking Hotspots", (2006). Conference
Paper, Published
Collection: Proceedings of the 32nd International Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB '06)
Bibliography: Seoul, Korea, September 2006

Badrish Chandramouli, Jeff M. Phillips, and Jun Yang, "Value-Based Notification Conditions in Large-Scale Publish/Subscribe Systems",
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(2007). Conference Paper, Published
Collection: Proceedings of the 33rd International Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB '07)
Bibliography: Vienna, Austria, September 2007

Badrish Chandramouli, Jun Yang, Pankaj K. Agarwal, Albert Yu, and Ying Zheng, "ProSem: Scalable Wide-Area Publish/Subscribe", (2008).
Conference Paper, Published
Collection: Proceedings of the 2008 ACM SIGMOD International Conference on Management of Data (SIGMOD '08)
Bibliography: Vancouver, Canada, June 2008

Badrish Chandramouli and Jun Yang, "End-to-End Support for Joins in Large-Scale Publish/Subscribe Systems", (2008). Conference Paper,
Published
Collection: Proceedings of the 34th International Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB '08)
Bibliography: Auckland, New Zealand, August 2008

P.K. Agarwal, S. Har-Peled and H. Yu, "Embeddings of surfaces, curves, and moving points in Euclidean space", (2007). Conference,
Published
Collection: Proc. 23rd Annu. ACM Sympos. Comput. Geom.
Bibliography: Gyeongju, South Korea, June 2007

P.K. Agarwal and H. Yu, "A space-optimal data-stream algorithm for coresets in the plane", (2007). Conference Proceedings, Published
Collection: Proc. 23rd Annu. ACM Sympos. Comput. Geom.
Bibliography: Gyeongju, South Korea, June 2007

A. Danner, K. Yi, T.  Molhave, P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge, H. Mitasova, "From elevation data to watershed hierarchies", (2007). Book, Published
Collection: Proc. ACM-GIS
Bibliography: Seattle, Washington, November 2007

P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge,  T.  M\o lhave, and B. Sadri
, "I/O efficient algorithms for computing contour lines in a terrain", (2008). Conference Proc., Published
Collection: Proc. 24th Annu. ACM Sympos. Comput. Geom.
Bibliography: College Park, Maryland, June 2008

Web/Internet Site

URL(s):
http://www.cs.duke.edu/dbgroup/prosem/
Description:
 

Other Specific Products

Contributions

Contributions within Discipline: 
At the end of Year 1 of the project, we have made a series of solid
contributions to the area of publish/subscribe system and its related
area of continuous query processing.  A number of our contributions have been published in premier conferences: ISAAC 2005, DASFAA
2006,
SIGMOD 2006, SoCG 2006, VLDB 2006, SoCG 2007, VLDB 2007, ACM-GIS 2007, SIGMOD 2008, SoCG 2008, and VLDB 2008. For
detailed descriptions of these contributions, please refer to the section of this report on research and education activities.

Contributions to Other Disciplines: 
The PIs are part of another NSF project, in which they are developing techniques for managing dynamic sensor network data for ecological
modeling. Some of the work done in this project is influenced by the problems they have faced in the other project, and vice versa.
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Contributions to Human Resource Development: 
Ph.D. students: Badrish Chandramouli, R. Sharathkumar, Albert Yu, Ying Zheng.

Contributions to Resources for Research and Education: 
The PIs are integrating the research being carried out under this project into the classes they are teaching (Geometric algorithms, database
management, geometric optimization, and sensor networks).

Contributions Beyond Science and Engineering: 
 

Special Requirements

Special reporting requirements: None

Change in Objectives or Scope: None

Animal, Human Subjects, Biohazards: None

Categories for which nothing is reported: 
Organizational Partners

Any Product

Contributions: To Any Beyond Science and Engineering


